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It's Garry Shandling's Book
When Newbery Medal winner Neil Gaiman and Emmy
Award winner Michael Reaves teamed up, they
created the bestselling YA novel InterWorld.
InterWorld tells the story of Joey Harker, a very
average kid who discovers that his world is only one
of a trillion alternate earths. Some of these earths are
ruled by magic. Some are ruled by science. All are at
war. Joey teams up with alternate versions of himself
from an array of these worlds. Together, the army of
Joeys must battle evil magicians Lord Dogknife and
Lady Indigo to keep the balance of power between all
the earths stable. Teens—and tweens and
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adults—who obsessively read the His Dark Materials
and Harry Potter series will be riveted by InterWorld
and its sequel, The Silver Dream.

Realm of Ruins
Frankie The only thing I crave is a peaceful existence.
I’m scared, I’m tired and I just want to wake up each
not afraid of him finding me. What I never wanted to
find was Hardy Hanson. Turns out, cravings, once fed,
turn into something different. I couldn’t ignore the
need he awakened in me, but giving into it would
mean only one thing. We would both go up in flames.
Hardy When I’m in, I’m all in. I was born to protect
and my second chance at redemption came when I
crashed into Frankie Windsor. The problem was, she
was so damaged, I wasn’t sure even I could save her,
but I was willing to put it all on the line to risk enough
for the both of us to finally find some peace. What I
didn’t know, was just how dangerous loving her would
be for both of us.

Lady Thief
Eleven-year-old Alanna, who aspires to be a knight
even though she is a girl, disguises herself as a boy to
become a royal page, learning many hard lessons
along her path to high adventure.

White Space
At last, Alexa and King Damian are engaged to be
married. But their lives are far from safe. The
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kingdom of Antion is under siege, and Rylan is a
prisoner of the enemy. Even worse, Alexa remains at
the mercy of the evil Dansiian Rafe, who controls her
mind and can force Alexa to kill or harm Damian at
any moment. Despite this, Alexa is determined to
rescue Rylan, which soon leads her far from Damian
and deep into enemy territory. When she arrives,
what awaits her is deadlier than anything she could
have ever imagined: an army of black sorcerers, and
a horrifying plot to destroy the world as Alexa knows
it. Will she be able to gather the strength to free
herself, protect the love of her life, and save the land?
Will there ever be true peace? Acclaimed author Sara
B. Larson has woven a stunning, romantic, and
evocative finale to the Defy trilogy that is sure to
leave readers breathless until the very last page.

Fireworks
"Romantic, suspenseful, and witty all at once—Alice in
Wonderland meets Neverwhere."—Claudia Gray, New
York Times bestselling author of the Evernight series
"Today is my birthday." In Selkie's family, you don't
celebrate birthdays. You don't talk about birthdays.
And you never, ever reveal your birth date." Until
now. The instant Selkie blurts out the truth to Ben in
the middle of Boston Common, her whole world
shatters. Because her life has been nothing but a
lie—an elaborate enchantment meant to conceal the
truth: Selkie is a half-faerie princess. And her mother
wants her dead. Otherworld Series: The Girl Who
Never Was (Book 1) The Boy With The Hidden Name
(Book 2)
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An Alchemy of Masques and Mirrors
Critically acclaimed author Jennifer A. Nielsen delivers
the gripping second installment of her New York
Times bestselling epic young adult fantasy.

Endure (Defy, Book 3)
Red Queen meets Shadow and Bone in this #1 New
York Times bestselling debut about a girl forced to
use her gift for sensing—and absorbing—other
people’s feelings to protect the empire from
assassins. Steeped in intrigue and betrayal, Burning
Glass captivates with heartrending romance,
dangerous magic, and one girl’s quest for redemption.
In Riaznin, it’s considered an honor for Auraseers like
Sonya—girls with a rare form of synesthesia—to serve
as the emperor’s personal protector, constantly
scanning for feelings of malice and bloodlust in the
court. But Sonya would rather be free. After the
queen’s murder and a tragic accident, Sonya is
hauled off to the palace to guard a charming yet
volatile new ruler. But Sonya’s power is reckless and
hard to control. She’s often carried away by the
intense passion of others. And when a growing
rebellion forces Sonya to side with either the emperor
who trusts her or his mysterious brother, the crown
prince, Sonya realizes she may be the key to saving
the empire—or its greatest threat.

Murder and Magic
Scarlet’s story continues in this romance-filled, actionPage 4/29
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packed twist on Robin Hood, now with a new series
look!

Seeker
New York Times bestseller Amy Tintera’s YA fantasy
trilogy blends the romance of Kiera Cass’s Selection
series and the epic stakes of Victoria Aveyard’s Red
Queen in a story of revenge, adventure, and
unexpected love. Emelina Flores has nothing. Her
home in Ruina has been ravaged by war; her parents
were killed and her sister was kidnapped. Even
though Em is only a useless Ruined—completely
lacking any magic—she is determined to get revenge.
Her plan is simple: She will infiltrate the enemy’s
kingdom, posing as the crown prince’s betrothed. She
will lead an ambush. She will kill the king and
everything he holds dear, including his son. The closer
Em gets to the prince, though, the more she
questions her mission. Her rage-filled heart begins to
soften. But with her life—and her family—on the line,
love could be Em’s deadliest mistake.

Summer's Crossing
Iolanthe and Titus's mission comes to its thrilling end
in the third book in the Elemental Trilogy—perfect for
fans of Cinda Williams Chima and Kristin
Cashore—which Publishers Weekly called "a
wonderfully satisfying magical saga" in a starred
review and Kirkus Reviews said "bids fair to be the
next big epic fantasy success." In a pursuit that spans
continents, Iolanthe, Titus, and their friends have
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always managed to remain one step ahead of the
forces of Atlantis. But now the Bane, the monstrous
tyrant who bestrides the entire mage world, has
issued his ultimatum: Titus must hand over Iolanthe,
or watch as his entire realm is destroyed in a deadly
rampage. Running out of time and options, Iolanthe
and Titus decide to act now and deliver a final blow to
the Bane that will end his reign of terror for good. But
getting to the Bane means accomplishing the
impossible: finding a way to infiltrate his crypt in the
deepest recesses of the most ferociously guarded
fortress in Atlantis. And everything is only made more
difficult when new prophecies come to light,
foretelling a doomed effort. . . . Iolanthe and Titus will
put their love and their lives on the line. But will it be
enough?

Alanna
A heart-stopping story of love, death, technology, and
art set amid the tropics of a futuristic Brazil. The lush
city of Palmares Tres shimmers with tech and
tradition, with screaming gossip casters and practiced
politicians. In the midst of this vibrant metropolis,
June Costa creates art that's sure to make her
legendary. But her dreams of fame become
something more when she meets Enki, the bold new
Summer King. The whole city falls in love with him
(including June's best friend, Gil). But June sees more
to Enki than amber eyes and a lethal samba. She sees
a fellow artist. Together, June and Enki will stage
explosive, dramatic projects that Palmares Tres will
never forget. They will add fuel to a growing rebellion
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against the government's strict limits on new tech.
And June will fall deeply, unfortunately in love with
Enki. Because like all Summer Kings before him, Enki
is destined to die. Pulsing with the beat of futuristic
Brazil, burning with the passions of its characters, and
overflowing with ideas, this fiery novel will leave you
eager for more from Alaya Dawn Johnson.

Never Trust a Pirate
In a kingdom called the Dells, Fire is the last humanshaped monster, with unimaginable beauty and the
ability to control the minds of those around her, but
even with these gifts she cannot escape the strife that
overcomes her world.

Mistletoe and Mr. Right
Hearts and loyalties collide in this electrifying new YA
series from New York Times bestselling author
Jennifer A. Nielsen.

The Traitor's Game (The Traitor's Game,
Book 1)
Fans of Three Dark Crowns and Leigh Bardugo will
devour the heart-stopping finale to the #1 New York
Times bestselling Burning Glass trilogy, as teen
empath Sonya fights to regain her powers amidst a
vengeful civil war. Civil war is on the horizon, and
Sonya is helpless to stop it. With her empathic powers
gone, she can no longer protect her beloved Anton
from his vindictive brother Valko, who will stop at
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nothing to get his revenge and reclaim his throne.
Even if that means using an Auraseer to hunt—and
kill—both Sonya and Anton. Then Sonya hears about
an empath in a far-off kingdom who may be able to
heal her—but without her powers, finding the
legendary Auraseer will be dangerous. And if she
doesn’t succeed, the peace Sonya sacrificed so much
to achieve will be shattered forever.

The Summer Prince
“Katniss and Tris would approve.”—TeenVogue.com
The night Quin Kincaid takes her Oath, she will
become what she has trained to be her entire life. She
will become a Seeker. This is her legacy, and it is an
honor. As a Seeker, Quin will fight beside her two
closest companions, Shinobu and John, to protect the
weak and the wronged. Together they will stand for
light in a shadowy world. And she'll be with the boy
she loves--who's also her best friend. But the night
Quin takes her Oath, everything changes. Being a
Seeker is not what she thought. Her family is not what
she thought. Even the boy she loves is not who she
thought. And now it's too late to walk away. "This
book will not disappoint."-USAToday.com "Fans of
Veronica Roth’s Divergent, Marie Lu’s Legend, and
Suzanne Collins’s The Hunger Games series: your
next obsession has arrived."-School Library Journal "In
this powerful beginning to a complex family
sagaDayton excels at creating memorable
characters."-Publishers Weekly “[A] genre-blending
sci-fi, fantasy…[with] action-packed
scenes.”—Booklist "Secrets, danger, and romance
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meet in this unforgettable epic fantasy." —Kami
Garcia, #1 New York Times bestselling coauthor of
Beautiful Creatures & author of Unbreakable "A tightlywoven, action-packed story of survivial and
adventure, Seeker is perfect for fans of Game of
Thrones." —Tahereh Mafi, author of the New York
Times bestselling Shatter Me series From the
Hardcover edition.

Dark Breaks the Dawn
Bestselling author Valerie Bowman sets the stage in
Regency England for her Playful Brides series, where
couples' misadventures on the way to the altar are
witty, romantic romps based on some of the world's
most beloved plays. The seventh book in the series,
Never Trust a Pirate, is inspired by Emma Orczy's The
Scarlet Pimpernel. The rules of engagement were
never so scandalous. . . A rumored pirate and the
scurrilous black sheep of his well-to- do family, Cade
Cavendish relishes his world of rebellion, deception,
and seduction. Nothing and no one can hold him to be
the duty-bound, honorable man he is expected to be.
But when an unexpected run-in at his twin brother’s
estate with a ravishing, raven-haired maid leads her
to believe he’s actually a viscount, Cade’s renegade
life is thrown wildly off-kilter. And even though a case
of mistaken identity can be quickly set to rights,
matters of the heart are quite different Miss Danielle
LaCrosse is startled to learn that the handsome
gentleman who radiates sin and has the devil in his
eyes is not her employer the Viscount, but rather his
infamous brother. A former heiress, orphaned and left
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penniless, Danielle has more than a few secrets of her
own. Cade may be skilled at coaxing even the most
hidden desires out of Danielle but can he earn her
trust—and win her heart—as they embark on an
adventure to confront a dangerous enemy from both
of their pasts . . . and uncover the identity of the socalled Black Fox along the way?

Frostfire
A new novella from New York Times, USA TODAY and
internationally bestselling author Julie Kagawa in the
Iron Fey series. A Midsummer’s Nightmare? Robin
Goodfellow. Puck. Summer Court prankster, King
Oberon’s right hand, bane of many a faery queen’s
existence, and secret friend to Prince Ash of the
Winter Court. Until one girl’s death came between
them, and another girl stole both their hearts. Now
Ash has granted one favor too many, and someone’s
come to collect, forcing the prince to a place he
cannot go without Puck’s help - into the heart of the
Summer Court. And Puck faces the ultimate choice:
betray Ash and possibly win the girl they both love, or
help his former friend turned bitter enemy pull off a
deception that no true faery prankster could possibly
resist. Don’t miss the first book in Julie Kagawa’s
highly anticipated new series, SHADOW OF THE FOX,
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2, 2018

The Bitter Kingdom
"Fresh, fun and romantic."—SARAH MORGAN, USA
Today bestselling author of A Wedding in December
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How the moose (almost) stole Christmas. Lana
Montgomery is everything the quirky small town of
Moose Springs, Alaska can't stand: a rich socialite
with dreams of changing things for the better. But
Lana's determined to prove that she belongseven if it
means trading her stilettos for snow boots and
tracking one of the town's hairiest Christmas
mysteries: the Santa Moose, an antlered Grinch hellbent on destroying every bit of holiday cheer (and
tinsel) it can sink its teeth into. And reallyhow hard
could it be? The last few years have been tough on
Rick Harding, and it's not getting any easier now that
his dream girl's back in town. When Lana accidentally
tranquilizes him instead of the Santa Moose, it's clear
she needs help, fastand this could be his chance to
finally catch her eye. It's an all-out Christmas war, but
if they can nab that darn moose before it destroys the
town, Rick and Lana might finally find a place where
they both belongtogether. Readers are falling in love
with The Tourist Attraction: "Utterly charming—a
delightful debut."—LAUREN LAYNE, New York Times
bestselling author of the Central Park Pact series "An
enchanting romcom debut! I loved it." —TERI WILSON,
award-winning author of The Accidental Beauty
Queen "After reading Sarah Morgenthaler's darling
debut, I wanted to hop a plane to Alaska and find my
own grumpy cinnamon roll hero!"—MELONIE
JOHNSON, award-winning author of Smitten by the
Brit "Prediction: Readers will stampede to Alaska
looking for The Tourist Trap and their own Graham
after they read the first chapter of The Tourist
Attraction. Sarah Morgenthaler's Alaska is so vivid and
amusing that it really should be a real place in the
world!"—SARINA BOWEN, USA Today bestselling
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author of the True North series

The Girl Who Never Was
What happens when the search for the perfect date
goes perfectly wrong? Declan has commitment
issues. He’s been an office temp for literally years
now, and his friends delight in telling people that he
left his last boyfriend at the altar. And that’s all true.
But he’s starting to think it’s time to start working on
his issues. Maybe. When Declan meets Sidney—a
popular nonbinary YouTuber with an advice show—an
opportunity presents itself: as part of The Love Study,
Declan will go on a series of dates arranged by Sidney
and report back on how the date went in the next
episode. The dates are…sort of blah. It’s not Sidney’s
fault; the folks participating are (mostly) great people,
but there’s no chemistry there. Maybe Declan’s just
broken. Or maybe the problem is that the only person
he’s feeling chemistry with is Sidney. Carina Adores is
home to highly romantic contemporary love stories
where LGBTQ+ characters find their happily-everafters. A new Carina Adores title is available each
month: The Hideaway Inn by Philip William Stover The
Girl Next Door by Chelsea M. Cameron Just Like That
by Cole McCade Hairpin Curves by Elia Winters Better
Than People by Roan Parrish The Secret Ingredient by
KD Fisher Just Like This by Cole McCade Teddy
Spenser Isn’t Looking for Love by Kim Fielding

The Kiss of Deception
In the Forgotten Empires magic is forbidden, dreams
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are destiny, and love is the greatest power of all A
PRISONER OF FATE As Queen of the island kingdom of
Calanthe, Lia will do anything to keep her people
free—and her secrets safe—from the mad tyrant who
rules the mainland. Guided by a magic ring of her
father’s, Lia plays the political game with the cronies
the emperor sends to her island. In her heart, she
knows that it’s up to her to save herself from her fate
as the emperor’s bride. But in her dreams, she sees a
man, one with the power to build a better world—a
man whose spirit is as strong, and whose passion is as
fierce as her own A PRINCE AMONG MEN Conrí, former
Crown Prince of Oriel, has built an army to overthrow
the emperor. But he needs the fabled Abiding Ring to
succeed. The ring that Lia holds so dear to her heart.
When the two banished rulers meet face to face,
neither can deny the flames of rebellion that flicker in
their eyes—nor the fires of desire that draw them
together. But in this broken world of shattered
kingdoms, can they ever really trust each other? Can
their fiery alliance defeat the shadows of evil that
threaten to engulf their hearts and souls? “A lush
perilous and passionate world.”—New York Times
bestselling author Jennifer Estep

The Crown of Embers
With the romance of The Selection and the epic
stakes of Red Queen, Amy Tintera’s New York Timesbestselling Ruined trilogy continues with the thrilling
young adult fantasy Avenged. Emelina Flores has
come home to Ruina. After rescuing her sister, Olivia,
from imprisonment in rival kingdom Lera, Em and
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Olivia together vow to rebuild Ruina to its former
glory. But their fight has only begun. Olivia is
determined to destroy everyone who acts against
Ruina. Em isn’t as sure. Ever since Em posed as
Prince Casimir’s betrothed in Lera, she’s started to
see another side to this war. And now that Cas has
taken the throne, Em believes a truce is within reach.
But Olivia suspects that Em’s romantic feelings for
Cas are just coloring her judgement. Em is
determined to bring peace to her home. But when
winning the war could mean betraying her family, Em
faces an impossible choice between loyalty and love.
Em must stay one step ahead of her enemies—and
her blood—before she’s the next victim in this battle
for sovereignty.

The Will and the Wilds
Nancy and her friends take their detective skills on an
Alaskan adventure in this second book of the Nancy
Drew Diaries, a fresh approach to a classic series.
Nancy’s Alaskan adventure continues as she, Bess,
and George disembark the mystery-plagued Arctic
Star cruise ship and explore the grand sites of the
forty-ninth state: Skagway; the Yukon territory, and
Denali National Park. It’s spectacular scenery, but
things start to go wrong almost immediately, leading
Nancy to believe that whoever was behind the
unsolved mayhem aboard the ship has followed them
onto dry land. The girl detectives had better watch
their steps—they’re on uncharted and unknown
territory!
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The Orchid Throne
The New York Times‒best-selling series! "Carson joins
the ranks of writers like Kristin Cashore, Megan
Whalen Turner, and Tamora Pierce as one of YA's best
writers of high fantasy."—Locus In the deeply
satisfying conclusion to the bestselling Girl of Fire and
Thorns trilogy, seventeen-year-old sorcerer-queen
Elisa travels into the unknown realm of the enemy to
win back her true love, save her country, and uncover
the final secrets of her destiny. Elisa is a fugitive in
her own country. Her enemies have stolen the man
she loves in order to lure her to the gate of darkness.
As she and her daring companions take one last quest
into unknown enemy territory to save Hector, Elisa
will face hardships she's never imagined. And she will
discover secrets about herself and her world that
could change the course of history. She must rise up
as champion—a champion to those who have hated
her most. Riveting, surprising, and achingly romantic,
Rae Carson has spun a bold and powerful conclusion
to her extraordinary trilogy.

The Deceiver's Heart (The Traitor's
Game, Book 2)
A lush and gorgeously written debut, packed with
action, intrigue, and heart-racing romance. Alexa
Hollen is a fighter. Forced to disguise herself as a boy
and serve in the king's army, Alex uses her quick wit
and fierce sword-fighting skills to earn a spot on the
elite prince's guard. But when a powerful sorcerer
sneaks into the palace in the dead of night, even Alex,
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who is virtually unbeatable, can't prevent him from
abducting her, her fellow guard and friend Rylan, and
Prince Damian, taking them through the treacherous
wilds of the jungle and deep into enemy territory. The
longer Alex is held captive with both Rylan and the
prince, the more she realizes that she is not the only
one who has been keeping dangerous secrets. And
suddenly, after her own secret is revealed, Alex finds
herself confronted with two men vying for her heart:
the safe and steady Rylan, who has always cared for
her, and the dark, intriguing Damian. With hidden
foes lurking around every corner, is Alex strong
enough to save herself and the kingdom she's sworn
to protect?

Fire
The second book in Rae Carson's award-winning The
Girl of Fire and Thorns fantasy trilogy, perfect for fans
of Game of Thrones and Kristin Cashore. Tamora
Pierce called the first book, The Girl of Fire and
Thorns, "A unique and engrossing read!" A seventeenyear-old princess turned war queen faces sorcery,
adventure, untold power, and romance as she fulfills
her epic destiny. In The Girl of Fire and Thorns, Elisa
won the war. She saved her kingdom. But no one
prepared her for how hard it is to recover from a
battle, or to rule a people who still don't trust her.
She's still fighting—against assassination attempts
and more—and her enemies lie both outside her court
and within it. So Elisa will cross the ocean in search of
the perilous, uncharted, and mythical source of the
Godstone's power. With her go a one-eyed warrior, a
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loyal friend, an enemy defector, and the man she is
falling in love with. A breathtaking, romantic, and
dangerous second volume to Rae Carson's ambitious
trilogy. Cinda Williams Chima proclaimed about the
first book, The Girl of Fire and Thorns, "I LOVED this
book!" and Veronica Roth agreed, saying, "Definitely
recommended."

Sisters of Shadow and Light
In Warriors of Wing and Flame, acclaimed author Sara
B. Larson continues her enchanting YA fantasy
duology with a timeless fairytale feel in an original
voice. The doorway between the magical Visempirum
and the human world has been reopened. Paladin are
once more living in the citadel where Zuhra and Inara
grew up completely isolated by the magical hedge
that trapped them there. Amidst the brewing conflict
between the Paladin and humans looms the threat of
Barloc, who has stolen Inara’s immense power and
continues to elude the Paladin who are desperately
searching for him. In this sequel to Sisters of Shadow
and Light, Inara and Zuhra must navigate the
treacherous paths of self-discovery, their love for
each other, and for the boys who have captured their
hearts. Together, they search for the strength within
themselves to bridge the divide between the two
worlds they inhabit, even as war threatens to destroy
everything—and everyone—they love. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

InterWorld
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A spellbinding story of truce and trickery from the
Wall Street Journal bestselling author of The Paper
Magician series. Enna knows to fear the mystings that
roam the wildwood near her home. When one tries to
kill her to obtain an enchanted stone, Enna takes a
huge risk: fighting back with a mysting of her own.
Maekallus's help isn't free. His price? A kiss. One with
the power to steal her soul. But their deal leaves
Maekallus bound to the mortal realm, which begins
eating him alive. Only Enna's kiss, given willingly, can
save him from immediate destruction. It's a
temporary salvation for Maekallus and a lingering
doom for Enna. Part of her soul now burns bright
inside Maekallus, making him feel for the first time.
Enna shares Maekallus's suffering, but her small
sacrifice won't last long. If she and Maekallus can't
break the spell binding him to the mortal realm,
Maekallus will be consumed completely--and Enna's
soul with him.

The Love Study
Held captive in the barbarian kingdom of Venda,
Princess Lia and Rafe have little chance of
escape--and even less of being together--as the
foundations of Lia's deeply-held beliefs crumble
beneath her while she wrestles with her upbringing,
her gift, and her very sense of self to make powerful
choices that affect her country, her people, and her
own destiny.

Frozen Reign
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A debut entry in a new trilogy by the author of the
Jenna Fox Chronicles introduces Princess Lia, who
flees an unwanted marriage and expectations about
her supernatural legacy only to be pursued by her
jilted fiancé and a ruthless assassin.

Crystal Blade
From the acclaimed author of Defy, Sara B. Larson,
Sisters of Shadow and Light is a timeless and
fantastical tale of sisterly love and powerful magic
The night my sister was born, the stars died and were
reborn in her eyes. Zuhra and Inara have grown up in
the Citadel of the Paladins, an abandoned fortress
where legendary, magical warriors once lived before
disappearing from the world—including their Paladin
father the night Inara was born. On that same night, a
massive, magical hedge grew and imprisoned them
within the citadel. Inara inherited their father’s
Paladin power; her eyes glow blue and she is able to
make plants grow at unbelievable rates, but she has
been trapped in her own mind because of a “roar”
that drowns everything else out—leaving Zuhra
virtually alone with their emotionally broken human
mother. For fifteen years they have lived, trapped in
the citadel, with little contact from the outside
worlduntil the day a stranger passes through the
hedge, and everything changes. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Defy (Defy, Book 1)
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An Alchemy of Masques and Mirrors is Curtis
Craddock's delightful and engrossing fantasy debut
featuring a genius heroine and her guardian, a royal
musketeer, which Brandon Sanderson calls, "A great
read!" Born with a physical disability, no magical
talent, and a precocious intellect, Princess Isabelle
des Zephyrs has lived her life being underestimated
by her family and her kingdom. The only person who
appreciates her true self is Jean-Claude, the fatherly
musketeer who had guarded her since birth. All shall
change, however, when an unlikely marriage proposal
is offered, to the second son of a dying king in an
empire collapsing into civil war. But the last two
women betrothed to this prince were murdered, and a
sorcerer-assassin is bent on making Isabelle the third.
Isabelle and Jean-Claude plunge into a great maze of
prophecy, intrigue, and betrayal, where everyone
wears masks of glamour and lies. Step by dangerous
step, Isabelle must unravel the lies of her enemies
and discovers a truth more perilous than any
deception. “A setting fabulous and strange, heroes to
cheer for, villains to detest, a twisty, tricky plot — I
love this novel!” —Lawrence Watt Evans “A thrilling
adventure full of palace intrigue, mysterious ancient
mechanisms, and aerial sailing ships!” —David D.
Levine At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Warriors of Wing and Flame
Fans of Cassandra Clare's Mortal Instruments series
will be drawn to Wendy Higgins's sexy, thrilling Sweet
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Evil series. What if there were teens whose lives
literally depended on being bad influences? This is the
reality for sons and daughters of fallen angels.
Tenderhearted Southern girl Anna Whitt was born
with the sixth sense to see and feel emotions of other
people. She's aware of a struggle within herself, an
inexplicable pull toward danger, but Anna, the
ultimate good girl, has always had the advantage of
her angel side to balance the darkness within. It isn't
until she turns sixteen and meets the alluring Kaidan
Rowe that she discovers her terrifying heritage and
her willpower is put to the test. He's the boy your
daddy warned you about. If only someone had warned
Anna. Forced to face her destiny, will Anna embrace
her halo or her horns?

Ruined
A warrior princess must defend her throne in this first
book of a haunting and romantic YA duology from the
critically acclaimed author of the Defy trilogy, Sara B.
Larson.

The Immortal Heights
From the New York Times bestselling author of 99
Days and How to Love comes a stunning new
contemporary novel—all about boy bands, girl bands,
best friends, and first love—perfect for fans of Sarah
Dessen and Morgan Matson. It was always meant to
be Olivia. She’s the talented one, the one who’s been
training to be a star her whole life. Her best friend,
Dana, is the levelheaded one, always on the sidelines,
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cheering Olivia on. But everything changes when
Dana tags along with Olivia to Orlando for the
weekend, where superproducer Guy Monroe is
holding auditions for a new singing group, and Dana is
discovered too. Dana, who’s never sung more than
Olivia’s backup. Dana, who wasn’t even looking for
fame. Next thing she knows, she and Olivia are
training to be pop stars, and Dana is falling for Alex,
the earnest, endlessly talented boy who’s destined to
be the next big thing. It should be a dream come true,
but as the days of grueling practice and constant
competition take their toll, things between Olivia and
Dana start to shift . . . and there’s only room at the
top for one girl. For Olivia, it’s her chance at her
dream. For Dana, it’s a chance to escape a future that
seems to be closing in on her. And for these lifelong
best friends, it’s the adventure of a lifetime—if they
can make it through. Set in evocative 1990s Orlando,
Fireworks brings to life the complexity of friendship,
the excitement of first love, and the feeling of being
on the verge of greatness.

Sweet Evil
The Sidewise Award–winning series. “If you are
looking for something different in the way of
mysteries a few hours with Lord Darcy is a fun way to
go” (Daily Kos). This alternate history series starring
detective Lord Darcy and his sorcerer sidekick, Sean
O Lochlainn, takes us into a reality where Richard the
Lionheart’s descendants rule the Anglo-French Empire
and the laws of magic have developed in place of the
laws of physics. Murder and Magic, comprised of the
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first four stories of the acclaimed Lord Darcy series,
finds Lord Darcy solving murders using his wits, a
keen eye for observation, and a few choice magic
tricks. In “The Eyes Have It,” Lord Darcy must figure
out who killed the taciturn playboy, the Count
D’Evreux. In the political thriller “A Case of Identity,”
Lord Darcy picks apart the disappearance of the
Marquis of Cherbourg, especially mysterious
considering the escalating cold war with Poland. Lord
Darcy and Master Sean investigate a body coated in
blue paint already occupying a coffin built for the late
Duke of Kent in “The Muddle of the Woad.” Literary
humor is at the heart of “In a Stretch of the
Imagination,” where the head of an important
publishing house commits suicide under suspicious
circumstances. Praise for the Lord Darcy series “Some
of the finest fantasy ever written . . . Will certainly
guarantee him a lasting place in the genre.” —SF
Chronicle “He has combined the best of the fantasy
and detective genres—and made them work as
science fiction.” —Marion Zimmer Bradley “I cannot
count the number of times I have read ‘Too Many
Magicians’—each time with the same pleasure.”
—Andre Norton

Ignite
From Judd Apatow comes an intimate portrait of his
mentor, the legendary stand-up comic and star of The
Larry Sanders Show, with never-before-seen journal
entries and photos, as well as new contributions by
fellow comedians and writers. Garry Shandling was a
singular trailblazer in the comedy world. His two hit
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shows, It’s Garry Shandling’s Show and The Larry
Sanders Show, broke new ground and influenced
future sitcoms like 30 Rock and Curb Your
Enthusiasm, and his stand-up laid the foundation for a
whole new generation of comics. There’s no one
better to tell Shandling’s story than Judd
Apatow—Shandling gave Apatow one of his first jobs
and remained his mentor for the rest of his life—and
the book expands on Apatow’s Emmy Award-winning
HBO documentary, The Zen Diaries of Garry
Shandling. Here, Apatow has gathered journal entries,
photographs, and essays for a close-up look at the
artist who turned his gaze back onto the world of
show business. Beyond his success, though,
Shandling struggled with fame, the industry of art,
and the childhood loss of his brother, which forever
affected his personal and professional lives. His
diaries show Shandling to be self-aware and
insightful, revealing a deep philosophical and spiritual
side. Contributions by comedians and other leading
lights of the industry, as well as people who grew up
with Shandling, along with never-before-seen pieces
of scripts and brilliant jokes that he never performed,
shed new light on every facet of his life and work. This
book is the final word on the lasting impact of the
great Garry Shandling.

Burning Glass
Valory’s power is different—it’s dangerous, unruly,
and destructive. Can she channel it to save the realm
from chaos . . . or will her magic master her? A
century after her legendary ancestors overcame a
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bloodthirsty tyrant, seventeen-year-old Valory Braiosa
attends a training academy for elicromancers,
immortal beings with magical gifts. But Valory’s
immense power isn't like that of her peers— it seems
impossible to tame, and she faces imprisonment by
the Nisseran authorities. But when a forbidden
resurrection spell awakens a long-dormant evil, Valory
may be the only one who can vanquish this terrifying
villain. Together with a band of allies—including an
old friend; a haughty princess; and a mysterious,
handsome stranger—Valory must learn to harness her
power and fight back. Dark magic, romance, and an
ancient evil make Realm of Ruins a harrowing pageturner. “A brilliantly paced adventure full of betrayals
and romance and magic. I could have stayed and
played in this treacherous world for a long time.” –
Stephanie Garber, #1 New York Times best-selling
author of Legendary Weaving together her
imaginative world of magic with snippets from Beauty
and the Beast and other classic stories, Hannah
West’s gritty adventure is a thrilling, immersive
companion to her acclaimed debut. Read this first and
then discover the rest of Nissera or start with
Kingdom of Ash and Briars—either way, you’ll love the
journey. Richly packaged hardcover edition includes
an illustrated family tree, detailed map of Nissera,
and embossed jacket with shimmering metallic
effects.

Avenged
In the tradition of Memento and Inception comes a
thrilling and scary young adult novel about blurred
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reality where characters in a story find that a deadly
and horrifying world exists in the space between the
written lines. Emma Lindsay has problems: no
parents, a crazy guardian, and all those times when
she blinks away, dropping into other lives so surreal
it's as if the story of her life bleeds into theirs. But one
thing Emma has never doubted is that she's real.
Then she writes "White Space," which turns out to be
a dead ringer for part of an unfinished novel by a longdead writer. In the novel, characters travel between
different stories. When Emma blinks, she might be
doing the same. Before long, she's dropped into the
very story she thought she'd written. Emma meets
other kids like her. They discover that they may be
nothing more than characters written into being for a
very specific purpose. What they must uncover is why
they've been brought to this place, before someone
pens their end.

Strangers on a Train
Hidden deep in the heart of a snow-covered
wilderness lies the secret kingdom of the Kanin—a
magical realm as beautiful as it is treacherous Bryn
Aven has never fit into Kanin society. Her blond hair
and blue eyes set her apart as an outsider—a halfblood unable to hold a respectable rank. But she's
determined to prove herself as a loyal protector of the
kingdom she loves. Her dream is to become a
member of the King's elite guard, and she's not going
to let anything stand in her waynot even her growing
feelings for her boss, Ridley Dresden. A relationship
between them is strictly forbidden, but Bryn can't
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fight her attraction to him. And she's beginning to
think he feels it too. Meanwhile, there's an attack on
the kingdom—one that will test Bryn's strength like
never before. Finally, she has the chance to confront
Konstantin Black, the traitor who tried to kill her
father years ago. It's up to Bryn to put a stop to him
before he strikes again. But is she willing to risk
everything to protect a kingdom that doesn't accept
her for who she really is? And when her mission
brings her closer to Ridley, will she be able to deny
her heart?

The Heart of Betrayal
Fans of Three Dark Crowns and Red Queen will devour
book two in the #1 New York Times bestselling
Burning Glass trilogy, about a teen empath and the
secret dangers of her expanding power. Sonya and
Anton may have brought about a revolution, but can
they protect their homeland—and their love—with so
many forces threatening to tear them apart? The
empire has fallen, Valko faces trial, and Sonya is
finally free from her fate as Sovereign Auraseer. But
Sonya’s expanding abilities are just as unstable as the
new government of Riaznin. Not only can she feel the
emotions of others but, unlike most Auraseers, she’s
learned to make others feel what she’s feeling as
well. And with her relationship falling apart, Sonya
isn’t immune to her power’s sinister temptations.
Now, as Sonya fights to contain her own darkness,
she senses a new evil lurking in the shadows of the
palace. Someone from Sonya’s past has returned
seeking revenge—and she won’t be satisfied until
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Sonya has suffered for her mistakes.
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